A simple finite-dimensional mechanism is described that appears to be responsible for the presence of bursts near onset of primary instability in a number of fluid systems. The manifestation of the mechanism differs dramatically from system to system, but the mechanism is common to all of them. The geometrical ideas behind the mechanism are discussed, and the results applied to three systems, (a) binary fluid convection, (b) natural doubly diffusive convection, and (c) Faraday oscillations in an almost circular container. Where possible the results are confronted with the results of direct numerical simulations in two or three dimensions.
Introduction
Bursts are ubiquitous in fluid mechanics, and are both of theoretical and practical importance. In recent years, with the advent of dynamical systems techniques, it has become clear that many distinct mechanisms are capable of generating bursts. The question therefore arises as to which are commonly observed in nature. Although as posed such a question is ill-defined, the present paper may be seen as an attempt to identify a mechanism that is sufficiently simple and robust that one might expect to see it commonly in applications.
Bursts can be divided into two broad classes: fundamentally lowdimensional bursts, and high-dimensional bursts. The former form the focus of the present article; the latter occur in fully developed, perhaps turbulent flows and involve many degrees of freedom. A recent review by Knobloch and Moehlis [1, 2] divided the former further, into bursts of finite dynamic range (such as those observed in the breakdown of a turbulent boundary layer [3] ) and bursts of large dynamic range such as certain bursts observed in large aspect ratio binary fluid convection [4] . In addition bursts can occur near onset or far from onset [5] but remain fundamentally low-dimensional.
Among the ideas pursued in these reviews is the notion that bursts near onset are easily generated as a result of forced symmetry-breaking [6] . In systems with symmetry such forced symmetry breaking may destroy the degeneracy between multiple symmetry-related modes and produce complex transitions among these modes in situations where, in the absence of the forced symmetry-breaking, the system would behave in a simple 'laminar' fashion. The present article focuses on different issues and there is almost no overlap with the reviews cited above. In particular symmetries in the present article play a different role, although the presence of a subcritical instability is a common theme. Our idea is simple: we seek parameter regimes in which a secondary bifurcation destabilizes the solutions that would be stable above the saddle-node bifurcation at which the subcritical branch turns around. This requires the presence of a competing mode but this mode need not be one of a family of nearly degenerate modes. If such a mode is present a stability gap is created near onset: at the primary bifurcation the system cannot find a simple stable state, and instead the instability may result in a transition to burst-like behavior, either periodic or chaotic. We show explicitly how such stability gaps may be created, and illustrate their consequence by direct numerical simulation of binary fluid [7] and natural doubly diffusive convection [8] . Related ideas are then applied to nearly inviscid Faraday waves in an almost circular cylinder. In each case we provide a geometrical interpretation for the presence of complex dynamics in the stability gap. Finally, in the convection systems we are able to explore the evolution of the bursts with increasing system size. In Alan Newell's memorable expression, the resulting 'wimpy' turbulence consists of temporally and spatially confined 'events', which may be viewed as spatially localized bursts.
Binary Fluid Convection
Cross-diffusion effects are important in binary fluid mixtures. In liquids the Soret effect dominates, and the sign of this effect determines the behavior of the mixture in response to an applied temperature gradient. For mixtures with a negative Soret coefficient the heavier component migrates towards the lower (hotter) boundary, i.e., a concentration gradient is set up that opposes the destabilizing temperature gradient that produced it. Under these conditions the onset of convection may take the form of growing oscillations, and these may lead to a variety of states with complex timedependence in the nonlinear regime [9] . This behavior was first observed in salt-water mixtures [10] and was subsequently studied in great detail in water-ethanol mixtures.
The system is described by the nondimensional equations [11] u t + (u · ∇)u = −∇P + σR[θ(1 + S) − Sη]ẑ + σ∇ 2 u,
together with the incompressibility condition
where u is the velocity field, P is the pressure, and θ denotes the departure of the temperature from its conduction profile, in units of the imposed temperature difference ∆T . The variable η is defined such that its gradient represents the dimensionless mass flux. Thus η ≡ θ − C, where C denotes the concentration of the heavier component relative to its conduction profile in units of the concentration difference that develops across the layer as a result of the Soret effect. In the following we describe solutions to these equations in a two-dimensional rectangular container D ≡ {x, z|0 ≤ x ≤ Γ, − 1 2 ≤ z ≤ 1 2 } subject to the boundary conditions u = n · ∇η = 0 on ∂D,
and θ = 0 at z = ±1/2, θ x = 0 at x = 0, Γ.
These boundary conditions approximate well the experimental setup [11] . The system is therefore specified by five dimensionless parameters: the Rayleigh number R providing a dimensionless measure of the imposed temperature difference ∆T , the separation ratio S that measures the resulting concentration contribution to the buoyancy force due to the Soret effect, and the Prandtl and Lewis numbers σ, τ , in addition to the aspect ratio Γ. In this report all calculations are performed for a Γ = 10 container, with σ = 0.6, τ = 0.03, values appropriate for 3 He- 4 He mixtures above the λ point [12] . The results are reported in terms of a reduced Rayleigh number ε ≡ (R − R c )/R c , where R c is the critical Rayleigh number for the primary instability.
Equations (1)- (6) are equivariant with respect to the operations R x : (x, z) → (Γ − x, z), (u, w, θ, η) → (−u, w, θ, η),
κ : (x, z) → (x, −z), (u, w, θ, η) → (u, −w, −θ, −η),
where u ≡ (u, w). These two operations generate the symmetry group D 2 of a rectangle. It follows that even solutions, i.e., solutions invariant under R x , satisfy (u(x, z), w(x, z), θ(x, z), η(x, z)) = (−u(Γ − x, z), w(Γ − x, z), θ(Γ − x, z), η(Γ − x, z)) at each instant in time, while odd solutions are invariant under κR x and satisfy (u(x, z), w(x, z), θ(x, z), η(x, z)) = −(u(Γ− x, −z), w(Γ − x, −z), θ(Γ − x, −z), η(Γ − x, −z)), again at each instant of time. Primary bifurcations from the conduction state u = w = θ = η = 0 necessarily produce states of one or other type [13, 14] . In the following we refer to these as chevron states since they consist of rolls that travel out from the center of the container towards the lateral walls where they disappear. In an even chevron the outgoing waves are in phase; in an odd chevron they are exactly out of phase. A blinking state results when these states undergo a symmetry-breaking Hopf bifurcation. When S = −0.1 convection sets in at R c = 1972.13 via a Hopf bifurcation with frequency ω c = 4.918. This bifurcation creates an even chevron state but this state is unstable since the bifurcation is subcritical, and the first stable nonlinear state instead takes the form of a burst-like state called a repeated transient (Figure 1 ). States of this type were studied in detail by Kolodner [15] in experiments on water-ethanol mixtures, and their origin is discussed by Batiste et al [11] . Figure 1 suggests that these states are three-frequency states, in which ω 1 is the fast chevron frequency, ω 2 represents the blinking frequency, while the third frequency ω 3 represents the slow modulation frequency. Figure 1 shows that these states consist of long intervals consisting of a slowly growing (even) chevron state. Instead of saturating this state becomes unstable to the onset of blinking, which leads to a collapse of the state to a small amplitude chevron, followed by a slow regrowth. In the time series shown these collapse events are periodic with period T 3 = 2π/ω 3 . Figure 2 shows that as R decreases the period T 3 = 2π/ω 3 increases rapidly and apparently diverges at R ≈ 1971.5. Such a divergence suggests that the three-frequency states are created via a global bifurcation. Since no stable nonzero solutions are present for smaller values of R for these parameter values the three-frequency repeated transient state represents the first nontrivial state of the system.
In contrast, as R increases the modulation frequency ω 3 increases but drops out from the time series between R = 1980.0 and R = 1981.0 (Figure 3) . We identify this transition with a Hopf bifurcation [11] , and note that this bifurcation is supercritical, i.e., viewed in the direction of decreasing R this bifurcation creates a stable three-frequency state from a stable two-frequency state, with no observable hysteresis. Figure 4 shows that this two-frequency state is a symmetric blinking state, and traces the evolution of this state towards larger values of R, and in particular to a time-dependent state referred to as the fish state, followed by a transition to stationary convection. Figure 5 shows an example of the fish state just prior to this transition. An examination of the spatial structure of the waves ( Figure 6 ) shows that there is a brief phase of the oscillation during which small amplitude counterprogagating waves fill the container. This state is highly unstable, however, with the waves at one end growing at the expense of those at the other. Once the amplitude of the growing state is large enough the system shifts into a new and larger amplitude state in which the waves are spatially confined towards one side, with no waves at the other, and forms a wall-attached state. The wall-attached state is not stable, however, and continues to decrease in amplitude and contract until it becomes so weak and confined that waves start to regrow at the other sidewall. At this point the wall-attached state disintegrates, and the small amplitude extended chevron-like state is restored. All these transitions are quite easily distinguished in the time trace shown in Figure 5 and in the space-time plot shown in Figure 6 , and suggest that the formation of the initial pulse-like state is triggered by a nonlinear focusing effect reminiscent of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation. Many of these details resemble behavior observed in experiments on water-ethanol mixtures [16] . When S = −0.5 convection sets in at R c = 2643.43 with ω c = 12.836. The primary instability is again to an even chevron, but this time we find strongly irregular dynamics already quite close to onset ( Figure 7 ). The time series in Figure 7 is best described as an intermittent repeated transient, in which the final collapse event may be preceded by several spatially symmetric bounces before the onset of the symmetry-breaking instability that disrupts the state and leads to the temporary formation of a confined state towards one side, much as already described for S = −0.1. This state then drifts towards the nearest wall and shrinks in lateral extent, until it triggers another collapse event that permits waves to grow at the other sidewall. The decaying symmetric blinking state that results reestablishes a small amplitude chevron state which then regrows on a much longer timescale. The spatially symmetric bounces are associated with relatively sharp peaks in the Nusselt number, while the symmetry-breaking collapse events produce bursts in the Nusselt number that are markedly asymmetric, much as in the fish state discussed above.
The frequency of the burst-like events in the Nusselt number increases with R (Figure 8 ). Perhaps the most remarkable time series of all is shown in Figure 9 for R = 2750. As seen from Figure 10 this state corresponds to a spatially and temporally intermittent state. The state is not 'random', however, but is characterized by well-defined episodes during which a spatially confined state forms and collapses. Indeed the time series shows an irregular switching between two states, a large amplitude state with a relatively low ω 1 , and a small amplitude state with a large ω 1 . The former is a spatially confined slowly drifting wave, while the latter is an extended more-or-less symmetric pulsating chevron-like state. The latter is unstable to a symmetry-breaking blinking instability which amplifies the waves near one of the sidewalls at the expense of those near the opposite wall. The amplified waves are then reflected from the wall but continue to grow, slowing down markedly. This asymmetric state then abruptly collapses (by a mechanism that remains unclear) into a highly nonlinear spatially confined state consisting of slowly travelling waves. These waves propagate in the direction of the original reflected wave, and speed up as they approach the opposite wall. The whole pulse gradually retracts towards that wall, ultimately leaving much of the cell free of convection. Once the peak of the pulse reaches the wall its amplitude drops dramatically and it disintegrates into smaller amplitude counterpropagating waves that invade the convection-free part of the container, permitting the regrowth of the original higher frequency small amplitude chevron-like state filling the domain ( Figure 10 ). Overall this behavior resembles that observed for S = −0.1 (see Figure 6 ) but here it is much more dramatic, and we may think of it as back-and-forth 'sloshing'. The resulting state is reminiscent of a state computed in doubly-diffusive convection [17, 18] . 
Origin of Blinking States and Repeated Transients
In this Section we summarize the properties of a simple model system, based on normal form theory for the interaction of two Hopf modes with opposite parity, that accounts for essentially all the properties revealed in our simulations when ε ≪ Γ −2 = 10 −2 . We do not have a corresponding understanding for the dynamics observed at larger Rayleigh numbers. The model is based on the observation that, at specific aspect ratios Γ c , the odd and even chevrons bifurcate simultaneously, albeit with different frequencies [19] . For nearby aspect ratios they come in in close succession. Under these conditions we may expect the chevrons to interact in the nonlinear regime, and to do so already at small amplitude. We write each of the fields u, w, θ, C in the form
where f ± (x, z) are the (complex) eigenfunctions of the even and odd chevrons, and z ± (t) are their amplitudes. Standard normal form theory now yields the following equations for the (real) amplitudes r ± ≡ |z ± |: with a pair of decoupled equations for the associated (nonlinear) frequencies ω ± . Here the coefficients are all real, and we take a ± > 0 so that both chevrons bifurcate subcritically, the even ones (given by (z + , z − ) = (r + , 0) exp iω + t) at µ = 0 and the odd ones (given by (z + , z − ) = (0, r − ) exp iω − t) at µ = δ > 0. It is now a simple matter to show that the chevrons undergo saddle-node bifurcations at µ = −a fied with Hopf (more precisely torus) bifurcations from the chevron states to blinking states. This is because near this bifurcation on the even chevron branch the dynamics take the form
describing an even chevron with a periodically oscillating odd parity contribution. The second term amplifies (reduces) waves in the left half of the container at the same time as it reduces (amplifies) waves in the right half, and shows that the blinking frequency at leading order is simply the beat frequency ω 2 = ω + − ω − . We emphasize that these frequencies are the nonlinear frequencies, not the onset frequencies predicted by linear theory. When the bifurcation to blinking states falls below the saddle-node bifurcation on the chevron branch the resulting blinking states are initially unstable but acquire stability with increasing amplitude at a tertiary Hopf bifurcation [20, 21] . This bifurcation introduces a third frequency ω 3 into the dynamics of the system. We identify the resulting states with the observed repeated transients.
The key transitions involving the one-, two-and three-frequency states are captured by a simplified model system obtained from the above equations by dropping inessential terms. In particular, we drop the term −r 5 − and mimic its effect by taking a − < 0. The resulting model [11] with a + > 0, b − > 0 is the simplest set of equations capable of describing correctly the stability properties of the even chevrons and the mixed parity states observed in the partial differential equations for moderate values of |S|. The model removes the primary bifurcation to odd chevrons but leaves the secondary bifurcations from the even chevrons fundamentally unchanged. In the following we think of µ, ν as proportional to R − R c (Γ), Γ − Γ c (R), respectively. Figure 11 summarizes the properties of the model in the case in which the three-frequency state created from the blinking states is stable. This is always the case when b − = 1, a − = 0 and a + > 0, and hence for sufficiently small negative values of a − as well. The figure shows the loci of the primary (H 1 ), secondary (H 2 ) and tertiary (H 3 ) Hopf bifurcations, as well as the locus of the saddle-node bifurcations (SN) on the chevron branch. It should be remembered that in the (r + , r − ) variables only the bifurcation H 3 remains a Hopf bifurcation, with H 1 and H 2 represented by pitchfork bifurcations. In addition the figure shows the curve γ : µ = µ * (ν) of global bifurcations at which the limit cycle (corresponding to the threefrequency states) created at H 3 disappears by simultaneous collision with small and large amplitude chevron states. The location of this line must be determined numerically. An asymptotic calculation of this curve near the codimension-two point at which H 2 and SN coincide yields the heavy broken line; this line is tangent to γ at the codimension-two point, as it must. Figure 12a shows the bifurcation diagram obtained by traversing the (µ, ν) plane in Figure 11 along the line ν = 1.6. The figure shows a small interval of subcritical but stable chevrons, followed by a supercritical pitch- fork bifurcation to a state with r − = 0 that represents a blinking state in physical variables. In the example shown this bifurcation occurs at µ < 0 so that the first stable state just above onset (µ = 0) is a finite amplitude blinking state. This case is typical of the behavior of the partial differential equations when S = −0.01 in appropriate ranges of Γ (not shown). In contrast, when ν < a + b − /2 = 1 the first stable state encountered as µ increases is a periodic state (r + (t), r − (t)) corresponding to the three-frequency repeated transient state with the frequencies ω 1 and ω 2 filtered out ( Figure 12b ). This state appears in a global bifurcation at µ = µ * < 0 [22] , at which ω 3 = 0. Figure 12c Figure 12b ), and Figure 11 shows that this situation persists for a large range of values of ν. In this case the chevron state regrows from very small amplitude, and the resulting oscillation resembles closely the state shown in Figure 1 . In particular there is almost no hysteresis between this state and the conduction state, and the system behaves as if the primary instability at µ = 0 were directly responsible for generating repeated transients. Observe that during the growth phase of the variable r + the variable r − vanishes, indicating that the growing state is a pure chevron; r − becomes nonzero only during the collapse phase, indicating that the collapse is triggered by a symmetry-breaking instability of the growing even chevron. The amplitude and the period 2π/ω 3 of the limit cycle in Figure 12c decrease with increasing µ, with the oscillations disappearing at H 3 . As already mentioned we interpret this transition as the transition from the repeated transient state to the (symmetric) periodic blinking state with increasing Rayleigh number seen in Figure 3 . For the model parameters this transition is supercritical, indicating absence of hysteresis, as in the figure.
Within the model the repeated transient state (r + (t), r − (t)) has all the properties of this state observed in the experiments, except for the (apparent) absence of oscillations during the collapse phase. In fact, if the frequencies ω 1 and ω 2 are restored, and the pointwise quantity [r + (t) + r − (t) cos ω 2 t] sin ω 1 t, cf. Eq. (12), plotted instead of r + (t) or r − (t), these oscillations are present (Figure 12d) , and their amplitude depends on the chevron amplitude r + in the manner observed in the simulations. In fact, the time series shown in Figure 12d bears a number of qualitative features, including the pointed overshoot at maximum as the mode r − begins to grow and the "ringing down" due to the fact that the variable r + decays more rapidly than r − , that are documented in experiments as well [15] .
Despite its remarkable simplicity the model (13, 14) captures completely the two scenarios for generating blinking states identified in the simulations of both 3 He-4 He and water-ethanol mixtures, and the origin and properties of the repeated transients. Extensions of the model [11] indicate the possibility that repeated transients may, under appropriate circumstances, be chaotic. In Figure 13 we show an example of such a chaotic repeated transient state. We believe that this state is associated with the global bifurcation in which the repeated transients first appear, cf. Figure 12b . As already noted the frequency ω 3 decreases to zero as µ ↓ µ * < 0, i.e., as ε ↓ ε * < 0 in the partial differential equations. As this occurs the three-frequency states approach simultaneously the unstable large and small amplitude chevron states, hereafter A and B, respectively (see Figure 12 ). The character of the repeated transient when ε ≈ ε * is determined by the leading eigenvalues of A and B in the (r + , 0) direction, hereafter −λ A < 0 and λ B > 0, and the leading eigenvalues in the (0, r − ) direction. If the latter are real, α A > 0 and −α B < 0, say, and ρ ≡ α B λ A /α A λ B > 1, the repeated transients will remain periodic and stable all the way to ε * , where the period T 3 diverges and the global bifurcation takes place [11] . In contrast, when 0 < ρ < 1, the periodic oscillations necessarily lose stability before the global bifurcation at ε * . Similar results are obtained in the case where the leading stable symmetry-breaking eigenvalue at B is complex, viz. −α B + iω B , α B > 0, as suggested by the simulations. In this case stable periodic oscillations will persist down to ε * if ρ > 1, but if 0 < ρ < 1 complex dynamics of Shil'nikov type will be present. In fact the leading unstable eigenvalues α A and λ B are also expected to be complex, since in the partial differential equations the bifurcations at H 1 and H 2 are both Hopf bifurcations.
When λ B is real a trajectory escaping from B describes an exponentially growing chevron state. This growth phase, including the states A and B, is clearly visible in the time series in Figure 1 . When the growing chevron reaches the vicinity of A it becomes unstable to symmetry-breaking oscillations which take it back near B. This is the collapse phase of the repeated transient state (compare Figure 12d with Figure 1 ). The frequency of the decaying oscillations observed in the time series in Figures 12d is given by ω B . This frequency will in general be of the same order as the blinking frequency associated with the branch of blinking states when these bifurcate from the small amplitude chevron B, but quite different from (and in general larger than) the blinking frequency of the stable blinking states beyond H 3 . This observation explains the coincidence of the period of the blinking states and of the oscillations during the collapse phase of the repeated transient noted by Kolodner [15] . Note also that since α B decreases as ε decreases (it passes through zero at H 2 , i.e., at ε = ε 2 ) the collapse becomes slower and slower, cf. Figure 1 , although the collapse rate is still finite when the three-frequency states disappear in the global bifurcation at ε * (since ε 2 < ε * < 0) and the system makes a hysteretic transition back to the conduction state. The fact that α B decreases with ε makes it likely that the Shil'nikov condition 0 < ρ < 1 holds at ε * , resulting in chaotic repeated transients prior to their disappearance. However, despite this suggestion we have only succeeded in locating such chaotic repeated transients with stress-free boundary conditions ( Figure 13) .
The model equations describe the qualitative behavior of the system successfully whenever |ε| Γ −2 . Identical transitions may also be found in a degenerate Hopf bifurcation with broken O(2) symmetry in which the continuous part of O(2) is broken (by distant lateral walls), much as discussed for the nondegenerate case by Dangelmayr and Knobloch [13, 14] in their original explanation of the blinking state. However, for larger values of ε the model begins to break down. Among the new phenomena that occur once |ε| Γ −2 are the fish states originally observed by Kolodner et al. in water-ethanol mixtures [23] and various types of dynamically localized travelling wave states also seen in experiments [24] [25] [26] , all of which require a much larger number of modes for their description than retained in the model.
Natural Doubly Diffusive Convection
Natural doubly diffusive convection, i.e., convection driven by horizontal concentration or temperature gradients, provides another example of the phenomenon described in the preceding section, this time in three dimensions [8] . We assume that the wall at x = 0 is maintained at temperature ∆T > 0 and concentration ∆C > 0 above those imposed at x = L, and measure the relative importance of the temperature and concentration gradients by the buoyancy ratio N = ρ C ∆C/ρ T ∆T , where ρ T ≡ ∂ρ/∂T < 0, ρ C ≡ ∂ρ/∂C > 0. The dimensionless governing equations are
where Gr ≡ gρ T ∆T L 3 /ν 2 is the Grashof number. The heat and mass fluxes vanish along the boundaries y = 0, A y and z = 0, A z , and u ≡ (u, v, w) = 0 on all walls.
When N = −1 the problem has the conduction solution u = θ = Σ = 0, where T = 1−x+θ(x, y, z), C = 1−x+Σ(x, y, z). With the given boundary conditions the equations for u, θ, Σ are invariant under the two operations
Thus S y is a reflection in the plane y = A y /2 while S ∆ is a rotation by π about the line x = 1/2, z = A z /2. It follows that the equations are also invariant under the operation S ∆ • S y = S y • S ∆ ≡ S C , corresponding to a point symmetry with respect to the center of the container. Like the operations {R x , κ} of the previous section these symmetries constitute the symmetry group D 2 . If S is a nontrivial element of D 2 and e is an eigenvector of the linearized problem, then Se = ±e, i.e., the instability either respects or breaks the symmetry S. As a result each neutral stability curve is characterized by a particular symmetry. In particular, if Se = e for all S ∈ D 2 , the generic bifurcation from the conduction state is transcritical. In contrast, if one of the reflections in D 2 is broken, the bifurcation is a pitchfork. In Figure 14 , obtained for σ = 1, τ = 1/11 and A y = 1, A z = 2.5, these facts are indicated using the notation T j for the jth transcritical bifurcation from the conduction state, and P j for the jth pitchfork bifurcation. The diagram shows W M ≡ |w| max , i.e., the maximum of the absolute value of the vertical velocity in the enclosure, as a function of Gr. Thus two distinct branches of solutions, unrelated by any of the problem symmetries, emerge from points labelled T j . In contrast, the two solutions emerging from points P j are related by the broken symmetry and so have identical values of W M at fixed Gr; consequently only a single solution branch emerges from each P j . The figure shows that the first instability, at Gr P1 = 997.5, is a subcritical pitchfork bifurcation. The resulting unstable branch terminates in a pitchfork bifurcation at Gr S2 = 959.2 on the subcritical branch emanating from the transcritical bifurcation at T 1 (Gr T1 = 1045). After S 2 the latter branch undergoes a second pitchfork bifurcation at S 1 (Gr S1 = 770), and then a saddle-node bifurcation at Gr SN = 679, but remains unstable throughout. The supercritical branch emanating from T 1 is initially once unstable and undergoes two Hopf bifurcations before terminating on the conduction state at T 2 . Thus over the entire range of parameter values explored the only stable steady solutions are those located on the branch created at S 1 , associated with longitudinal rolls, between the two Hopf bifurcations H 1 (Gr H1 = 1267) and H 2 (Gr H2 = 1568). The "stability" gap Gr P1 < Gr < Gr H1 is created when S 1 moves down past SN , as in Section 2 [8] . The bifurcation at Gr H1 is supercritical and so produces stable small amplitude oscillations in Gr < Gr H1 . In contrast the bifurcation at H 2 is subcritical and leads to large amplitude oscillations. These persist down to Gr ≈ 936.5 and up to the largest values of Gr explored (Gr > 3000), coexisting with the small amplitude oscillations created at Gr H1 in the interval 1085 < Gr < Gr H1 ≈ 1267. In order to detect the symmetry of the corresponding flow we construct three indicators of symmetry breaking: for a generic point M inside the container we compute the quantities I y = w(M ) − w(S y (M )), I ∆ = w(M ) + w(S ∆ (M )) and I C = w(M ) + w(S C (M )) as a function of time. If any of these indicators vanishes identically the flow has the corresponding symmetry. Using this technique we show that all the oscillations found for A z = 2.5 are S C -symmetric. Figure 15a shows the time evolution of I y and w(M ) when Gr = 936.5, while Figure 15b shows a plot of I y against w(M ). The figure shows that the oscillation is almost heteroclinic, spending a long time near two fixed points, labelled A and B. Figure 15b shows that these fixed points are S y -symmetric, in addition to having the symmetry S C of the oscillation. Thus both correspond to D 2 -symmetric steady states. Both solutions lie on the subcritical steady state branch emanating from T 1 with the solution B located on the lower part of the branch and A on the upper part. At this value of Gr (Gr S1 < Gr < Gr S2 ) the solution B is unstable with respect to D 2 -symmetric perturbations but no other. A solution starting near B will therefore follow the unstable manifold of B which takes it to A. This solution is stable with respect to D 2 -symmetric perturbations since it lies above SN but because it also lies above the point S 1 it is unstable with respect to perturbations breaking S y (and hence S ∆ as well). This is confirmed in Figure 15b which shows that I y > 0 once the solution escapes from A. The one-dimensional unstable manifold of A then takes the system back to B; during this phase the flow is dominated by longitudinal rolls. As Gr decreases to Gr * the oscillation becomes more and more burst-like ( Figure 16 ). Computation of the eigenvalue ratio ρ (Section 2) reveals that for our parameters ρ < 1 and hence that the branch of oscillations must lose stability in a saddle-node bifurcation prior to its termination in a heteroclinic bifurcation at Gr = Gr * . It follows that the branch extends into Gr < Gr * , and hence that 936 < Gr * < 936.5 [8] . Thus in this system the instability to longitudinal rolls plays the role of the onset of blinking in Section 2, but its outcome is the same: the first nontrivial state of the system is a long-period burst-like oscillation, and the origin of these oscillations is described by a similar model to that discussed in Section 2, viz. 
Here z refers to the amplitude of the furcation diagrams obtained by traversing the (µ, ν) plane along the two directions indicated by the heavy lines, obtained by integrating equations (19, 20) for a particular choice of the coefficients. These lines correspond to increasing the Grashof number for fixed aspect ratio A z (and fixed values of the other parameters as well), and capture the two fundamentally different bifurcation diagrams that characterize the present system. Figures 17d ,e show the time series for (y(t), z(t)) for an oscillation near γ and the corresponding phase portrait. Observe that during the growth phase of the variable z the variable y vanishes, indicating that the growing state is Figure 17f shows the period T P (µ) of the oscillations in the model for comparison with Figure 16 . Theory predicts that as µ decreases to µ * the oscillation period diverges as ln|µ − µ * |, and a similar rate of divergence is expected in the partial differential equations as well. However, the loss of stability of the oscillations near Gr * is not captured by the model. Since the longitudinal mode is only present in the three-dimensional formulation, the inclusion of the y direction has dramatic consequences for the behavior of the system: in two dimensions the branch S 1 is absent and the transverse rolls that appear at T 1 are stable beyond SN. Thus no stability gap is present and no dynamical behavior ensues.
Fast-slow Systems: Faraday Oscillations
Burst-like behavior can also be expected in parametrically excited surface gravity-capillary waves. A stunning example of this behavior was inadvertently discovered by Simonelli and Gollub [27] . These authors thought that they were studying Faraday waves in a vertically vibrated square container, and were surprised to find a burst-like state (and chaos) as the first nontrivial state of the system. However, the container proved to be slightly rectangular in horizontal cross-section, and Simonelli and Gollub were able to demonstrate that in a truly square container this phenomenon is absent.
Although the origin of this behavior is still not fully understood we describe below a closely related problem, Faraday waves in a slightly elliptical container in the nearly inviscid regime. In this regime a streaming flow, driven by time-averaged Reynolds stresses in oscillatory viscous boundary layers near rigid walls and the free surface [28] [29] [30] , interacts with the waves producing it, leading to a description of the Faraday system in terms of amplitude equations coupled to a Navier-Stokes-like equation for the streaming flow with boundary conditions obtained by matching to the oscillatory boundary layers [30, 31] . These equations represent a new class of pattern-forming dynamical systems.
The new terms in the amplitude equations are formally of cubic order, indicating that the effects of the streaming flow cannot be neglected, even in the limit of vanishing viscosity. The resulting equations have thus far been studied only in the simplest cases: with single frequency forcing, periodic boundary conditions and one horizontal dimension. Moreover, when the spatial period is comparable to the wavelength selected by the parametric forcing the coupled amplitude-streaming flow equations simplify further: all solutions are attracted to standing waves of constant amplitude, and the streaming flow only advects the spatial phase of these waves; this phase in turn appears in the boundary conditions for the streaming flow, giving rise to a pair of simpler coupled phase-streaming flow equations. Analysis of these equations reveals that the coupling to the streaming flow is significant, and can lead to a number of new instabilities, which are absent if the streaming flow is neglected [32] . These include parity-breaking instabilities that lead to pattern drift, and oscillatory instabilities that produce oscillations in the spatial phase of the pattern. In an elliptical domain, however, these drifts are frustrated, and the streaming flow couples to both phase and amplitude of the surface gravity-capillary waves. The analysis that follows is based on the assumption that the effective Reynolds number of the streaming flow, suitably defined, remains small. This assumption permits us to project the Navier-Stokes-like equation for the streaming flow onto the dominant spatial eigenfunction, replacing it by a single ordinary differential equation for the evolution of the amplitude of this eigenfunction. The coupling of this viscous mode to the amplitude of the competing standing waves is retained as a free parameter. This procedure leads to the following system of scaled equations: [33, 34] 
where A ± are the (complex) amplitudes of clockwise and counterclockwise waves, and v 1 is the (real) amplitude of the first purely azimuthal viscous mode. In these equations time has been expressed in units of the viscous decay time of surface gravity-capillary waves. Once this time is known Γ, α 1 , α 2 can be computed from inviscid theory for a cylinder [35] . The remaining coefficients Λ and µ are proportional to the ellipticity and acceleration amplitude of the container. When ε ≪ 1 the viscous mode decays more slowly than the waves, and is therefore a slow mode. Such slow modes must be retained in any theory.
In the following we rewrite these equations in the form
where
This form of the equations makes it clear not only that the (axisymmetric part of the) streaming flow vanishes if either X = 0 or Y = 0, i.e., for pure standing waves, but also that both modes must be present in order to drive such a flow, i.e., all instabilities of standing waves within Eqs. (23)- (25) will be due to mode interaction, at least when Λ = 0.
Equations (23)- (25) are equivariant with respect to the group D 2 generated by the two reflections
As a result as µ increases the flat state loses stability to a pure mode. These are given by P + ≡ (0, Y, 0) = (0, R + e iϕ+ , 0) and P − ≡ (X, 0, 0) = (R − e iϕ− , 0, 0), with P + invariant under R 1 and P − under R 2 . Linearization about the pure modes identifies the stability properties of these states. These fall into one of two classes: the eigenvector may respect the symmetry of the solution, or it may break it. A steady state bifurcation of the former type corresponds to saddle-node bifurcations (SN ), while a steady state bifurcation of the latter type is a pitchfork that produces a pair of mixed modes (M ), i.e., steady states that do not have any symmetry. In the following we refer to this bifurcation as a symmetry-breaking bifurcation (SB). This bifurcation is present only when ΓΛ = 0 and produces steady solutions of the form (X, Y, v), XY v = 0, in contrast to the paritybreaking bifurcation that occurs when Λ = 0 and produces a drifting pure mode. The pure modes P ± may also experience Hopf bifurcation. Only one type, a symmetry-breaking Hopf bifurcation, is possible and occurs on P + if γΛ < 0, and P − if γΛ > 0. Note that this instability involves the excitation of streaming flow (γ = 0) and requires a finite ellipticity of the container (Λ = 0). The oscillations that result resemble trapped direction-reversing waves, oscillating about the major or minor axes, but exhibit no net drift.
Such states correspond to two-frequency Faraday oscillations. The mixed modes can also lose stability at a saddle-node or Hopf bifurcation; in contrast to the pure modes the latter is possible even when γ = 0, but then occurs only if P + and P − bifurcate in opposite directions. However, if γ = 0, a Hopf bifurcation may occur along the mixed mode branch even when it connects two supercritical pure modes.
We now examine a situation that is reminiscent of that considered in Sections 2 and 3, and take Γ = 0.15, Λ = 0.18, α 1 = 0.48, α 2 = −0.58, ε = 0.001. Figures 18a,b shows the resulting bifurcation diagrams for γ = −0.35 and γ = 0, respectively. In both cases the pure mode branches are identical: P + comes in first and bifurcates slightly subcritically, closely followed by a supercritical bifurcation to P − (off-scale). However, the secondary instabilities are markedly different. Figure 18b shows that in the absence of the coupling to the streaming flow the bifurcation diagram is identical to that discussed in Sections 2 and 3. A stability gap is present between the threshold at µ 0 = 1.00045 and the Hopf bifurcation H on the mixed mode branch M . The gap is filled with stable and unstable periodic states. Since this situation is by now well understood we focus in the following on the new phenomena involving the streaming flow (γ = 0). Figure 18a shows that in this case the SB bifurcation to the mixed modes is replaced by a Hopf bifurcation producing R 1 -symmetric oscillations. The resulting oscillatory branch follows the unstable mixed modes for γ = 0, at least initially, suggesting that the oscillations consist of an extended phase during which the system resembles an unstable mixed mode, i.e., that the oscillations created in the Hopf bifurcation on P + are relaxation oscillations. The coupling to the streaming flow has another effect as well: it introduces a new symmetry-breaking bifurcation SB above the saddle-node bifurcation. The resulting mixed modes are steady solutions of the five-dimensional system (23)- (25) and hence differ from the corresponding states in Figure 18b . Since the corresponding bifurcation on the P − branch is supercritical the mixed mode branch is twice unstable near P + but is stable near P − . It follows that there must be a tertiary Hopf bifurcation on the mixed mode branch, and numerically we find that this bifurcation occurs at µ H ≈ 1.034. Thus the coupling to the streaming flow enlarges substantially the stability gap in comparison with the case γ = 0.
The close proximity of three secondary bifurcations on the P + branch makes this case particularly interesting. The saddle-node/Hopf interaction is responsible for the properties of the oscillations created at the Hopf bifurcation, and its unfolding corresponding to Figure 18a confirms not only the presence of a branch of oscillatory solutions that bifurcates towards larger µ but also shows that this branch must be initially unstable before acquiring stability in a tertiary torus bifurcation [36, 37] . This theoretical prediction is confirmed in Figure 18a where the torus bifurcation is labelled T R (µ ≈ 1.00136). The figure shows, however, that the interval in which the periodic oscillations (thick line) are stable is quite narrow, and that these oscillations lose stability at larger µ at a second torus bifurcation (µ = 1.0083). We presume that this loss of stability is a consequence of the proximity of these parameter values to the second codimension-two interaction: the saddle-node/pitchfork bifurcation. Indeed, Figure 18a shows that the periodic oscillations eventually become stable again (at a third torus bifurcation) before transferring stability at µ = µ H to the mixed modes M created at SB as already discussed. This Hopf bifurcation is in turn found in the appropriate unfolding of the saddle-node/pitchfork interaction [36, 37] . The asymmetric oscillations created at µ H grow in amplitude with decreasing µ and at µ = µ g ≈ 1.03 glue pairwise and form the R 1 -symmetric oscillations produced in the Hopf bifurcation on P + . This gluing bifurcation takes place off-scale in Figure 18a , and eigenvalue computations show that it is of standard 'figure eight' type. Thus no chaos is associated with this global bifurcation. The thin regions of chaos associated with the termination of the torus branches [20, 38, 39] are usually too narrow to be of interest. However, there is much else that takes place in the stability gap, as we now describe.
In Figure 19a ,b we show a two-frequency attractor obtained at µ = 1.0005, that is, immediately after the trivial state becomes unstable (µ 0 = 1.00045), with the mean flow included (Figure 18a ). Figure 20a shows the corresponding time series. This attractor appears to describe oscillations about the small amplitude R 1 -symmetric oscillation created at the Hopf bifurcation on the P + branch. The absence of exact R 1 symmetry suggests that this attractor is related to the symmetry-breaking torus bifurcation at µ ≈ 1.00136. This bifurcation appears to be supercritical, producing stable two-frequency oscillations in µ 1.00136. The R 1 -symmetric oscillations undergo a second torus bifurcation at µ ≈ 1.0083 but this time the bifurcation is subcritical, i.e., the resulting two-frequency oscillations are present in µ < 1.0083 but are now unstable. However, Figure 21 shows that this observation only scratches the surface of the complexity that is present in this parameter regime. In addition to the R 1 -symmetric oscillations just mentioned ( Figure 18 and lowest curve in Figure 21 ) there is a large number of additional branches of R 1 -symmetric oscillations, four of which are included in the figure. These are labelled (a,b,c,d) and are stable near minimum period (solid lines) and unstable elsewhere (dashed lines). Figure 22 shows the projections of these stable oscillations in four cases, one from each branch. It is clear that the oscillations corresponding to the different branches differ in the number of revolutions about the two mixed modes M ± , and that multiple stable oscillations are present simultaneously. However, in all cases the oscillation period is of order 1/ε as expected of relaxation oscillations. The torus bifurcations at which these oscillations acquire stability with increasing µ may be responsible for the presence of chaotic oscillations in this regime, such as that shown in Figures 19b and  20b , but the details of this process are beyond the scope of this report.
The behavior reported in Figure 22 is a consequence of the two distinct slow time scales present in the problem, i.e., of the small value of the parameter ε. To see this we write Eqs. (23)- (25) in the form In the following we refer to this system as the fast system even though the timescale for the evolution of X, Y is long if |µ − µ 0 | ≪ 1. The nullcline Σ :
consists of fixed points of this system, parameterized by v. In the present case Σ consists of symmetryrelated stable (S ± ) and unstable (U ± ) steady states. Of these the S ± are created in pitchfork bifurcations from the trivial state as |v| decreases. The S ± states lose stability via subcritical Hopf bifurcations at h ± and turn into U ± (see Figure 23 ). The branches p of periodic oscillations created in these Hopf bifurcations are always unstable and terminate in a 'figure eight' gluing bifurcation involving an R 1 -symmetric fixed point U 0 . No chaos is associated with this bifurcation, and its presence does not appear to be relevant for the dynamics shown in Figure 22 . Rather, the observed behavior appears to be a consequence of the fact that all four eigenvalues of S ± are complex. When 0 < ε ≪ 1 these states all couple to the slow evolution of the variable v, and the manifolds of steady states and periodic orbits become part of the slow manifold of the system (28) . In the following we speak of the solutions as drifting along this manifold (the slow phase); this drift proceeds until the system is forced away from the slow manifold, heralding the onset of the fast phase of the oscillation that takes it back to the slow manifold. Thus when 0 < ε ≪ 1 the solutions of Eqs. (28) when ε is sufficiently small the loss of stability of the fast motion is delayed, and the system drifts an O(1) distance in v before leaving the vicinity of the unstable manifold M ± U [40, 41] . This behavior can be seen clearly in Figure 24 , computed for ε = 0.0001: the trajectory moves slowly along M Figure 22 .
The above point of view also permits us to understand the origin of the prominent cusp-like feature that develops on the higher branches of oscil- latory states as µ decreases ( Figure 21 ). This structure is not due to an incipient global bifurcation. Instead what appears to be happening is the following. As µ decreases the real part λ of the unstable eigenvalue at the detachment point also decreases, implying a longer oscillation period. At the same time the Hopf frequency ω at h − also decreases. For the transition from U − to S + one must make at least half a turn around U − before detachment, otherwise the trajectory ends up on the large amplitude U − state (see Figure 23 ). This change in the type of oscillation becomes inevitable once ω/π falls below λ. Numerically we find that this condition is quite accurately satisfied at the tip of the cusp, while before the cusp is reached (i.e., for larger values of µ) λ ω/π. After the cusp the unstable two-dimensional manifold of U − starts to veer away from the stable manifold of S + and begins to approach the three-dimensional stable manifold of the large amplitude U − state. As this happens the period drops slightly but the oscillation amplitude starts to increase. Figure 26 shows the oscillations on either side of the (secondary) minimum in the period along branch (d) in Figure 21 . Thereafter the period increases rapidly as the trajectory spends more and more time drifting along the slow manifold associated with the large amplitude unstable state U − instead of the stable small amplitude state S + , thereby acquiring an altogether different appearance. On the left each branch eventually terminates in a homoclinic connection to the pure mode P + contained in the slow manifold of U − (see Figure 27 , panel 1), while on the right it terminates in a homoclinic connection to the origin (see Figure 27 , panel 2). Except for the complications arising from the presence of reflection symmetry much of the above phenomenology resembles that studied recently by Krauskopf and Wieczorek [42] and attributed to a nearby saddle-node Hopf bifurcation with no stable fixed points [43] , cf. Figure 18a . Figure 21 also shows two branches of R 2 -symmetric oscillations labelled (e,f). These are also stable near minimum period; a stable R 2 -symmetric oscillation on branch (e) is illustrated in Figures 19c and 20c . This type of solution can be described in an analogous manner to the R 1 -symmetric orbits on branches (a,b,c,d) discussed above. The divergence of the oscillation period with both increasing and decreasing µ indicates that all of these branches appear and disappear through global bifurcations (see Figure 21) . To identify these we show in Figures 27 and 28 28, no heteroclinic connection to a periodic orbit actually occurs. In fact the observed behavior appears to be organized by codimension-two points corresponding to connections between the steady states P ± and the origin. The figures suggest, and computations confirm, that all the eigenvalues of the fixed points involved are real.
It is clear, therefore, that the system (23)-(25) exhibits multiple coexisting stable states, some periodic (see Figure 21) , others quasiperiodic or chaotic (see Figure 19 ). The latter are readily located between the symmetry-breaking bifurcation on branch (c) and the saddle-node bifur- cation on branch (e), and exist on either side of µ = 1.017. Since we do not follow unstable tori we cannot identify the transitions that might lead from the various two-frequency states to the observed stable chaotic oscillations. It is likely, however, that each of the periodic oscillations depicted in Figure 22 bifurcates into chaos, and hence that the example in Figure 19b is but one from a number of coexisting intervals of chaos [42] . In fact, almost all of the behavior described here can also be found in a simpler threedimensional system derived from Eqs. (23)- (25) that permits additional analysis, as reported elsewhere [44] .
Conclusions
In this review we have described a very general principle, the opening of a stability gap due to the interaction with a competing mode, that is often responsible for the presence of complex time-dependence (periodic, quasiperiodic or chaotic) right at onset of a primary instability. This is so even when the primary instability is a steady state one, and occurs because of the destabilization of the saturated state by the competing mode. We have discussed how this occurs in three quite distinct circumstances, and illus- trated the results with direct numerical simulations. From this comparison it is quite clear that the mechanism is robust and does occur in partial differential equations. Indeed the finite-dimensional models constructed on the basis of this insight reproduced essentially all the direct numerical simulation results, and in the case of binary fluid convection, the details of experimental observations as well. The reason for this success may be attributed to the fact that the models constructed in Sections 2 and 3 extend dramatically the standard codimension-two analysis used to identify the origin of complex dynamics in fluid dynamics. We expect, therefore, that a number of other systems of interest in fluid dynamics will be found where a similar mechanism may be identified. The notion of a stability gap is undoubtedly a useful one. Indeed, in the Faraday system with Γ = −0.5, Λ = 0.4, α 1 = 0.4, α 2 = −2.58, γ = −0.6, ε = 0.01 such a gap is present for µ > µ SB ≈ 2.8 ( Figure 29 ). As in Section 3 these are distinguished by their symmetries, and again take the form of relaxation oscillations. Figure 30 shows a dramatic example. This type of oscillation can again be interpreted in terms of a slow phase (consisting of slow drift along the slow manifold, this time consisting of steady states and periodic orbits) interrupted by fast transitions between them (Figure 31 ). These and much more exotic sequences of bursts are discussed in greater detail in [34] . It is perhaps remarkable that the time series in Figure 30 appear indistinguishable from the type of (so-called parabolic) bursting behavior exhibited by neurons [45] , even though in our case it involves visits to saddle-foci. The presence of relaxation oscillations is unusual in fluid mechanics, and ones that resemble bursting neurons doubly so, but here it is clearly a consequence of the weak damping of the streaming flow and its interaction with the gravity-capillary waves that drive it, in conjunction of course with the stability gap created by the destruction of the circle of standing waves when the ellipticity of the container becomes nonzero. 
